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Excel Wall Interiors is imbued with a passion for art, 
luxury and affordable interiors, redefining Indian walls 
with Global trends. Over the past two decades we are 
the fastest growing and the largest wallpaper company in 
India. Headquartered in City of Joy - Kolkata, Excel has 
its presence all over India through our expert sales team 
and channel partners.

Discover our wallcovering collection which includes - 
from traditional patterns like classical damask, stripes, 
and motifs to modern prints like abstract, contemporary, 
botanical to digitally printed custom murals.

FOLLOW US

www.excelwallpapers.com

Address : 301 Prasad Square, 164 AJC Bose Road, WB,

Kolkata - 700 014, India. contact us : +91-33-40560400,

email: info@excelwallpapers.com

About



An Invitation To Wall Fashion



TEXTURE ART
The rough texture and calm colour of the wall combine to create a stable atmosphere. Crossing colour tones with the same texture
ads to the abundance of space.

NATURE AT THE FORE
Natural material elements develop freely, creating a natural and comfortable atmosphere. The colours of new tones and soft tones
give warmth and comfort and fill the entire wall with elements of nature. These wallpaper patterns will bring pure and natural
serenity into your home.

LIVABLE LUXURY
The development of modern interpreted patterns away from traditional classics is new. Elegance and feminine delicacy are alive and
add dignity to the whole space. On top of that, it completes a more refined classic With a subtle metallic luster.

METALLIC MODERN
Currently geometric forms are popular. With Rhythm the tile pattern is consciously obscured, making the transitions more subtle and
the colour gradations more natural.

HIGH LIGHT
The concept describes the modern way of life as the most beautiful form: stylish, lively and creative.

KIDS
Lovely room interior for happy kids.



TEXTURE ART
The “DARAE” collection offers a wide range of background 
screens that enables you to express your scenes nicely in any 
space.

The rough texture and calm colour of the wall combine to 
create a stable atmosphere. Crossing colour tones with the 
same texture ads to the abundance of space.
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NATURE AT THE FORE
Natural material elements develop freely, creating a natural 
and comfortable atmosphere. The colours of new tones and 
soft tones give warmth and comfort and fill the entire wall with 
elements of nature. These wallpaper patterns will bring pure 
and natural serenity into your home.
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LIVABLE LUXURY
The development of modern interpreted patterns away from 
traditional classics is new. Elegance and feminine delicacy are 
alive and add dignity to the whole space. On top of that, it 
completes a more refined classic With a subtle metallic luster.
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METALLIC MODERN
Modern and Natural coexist and break down the territorial 
division of space. Walls evolve so that individuals can deco-
rate any space they want. The boundaries between the outside 
and the interior, the boundaries of living room and kitchen, 
and the boundaries of rest and working space are also 
blurred, and flexible use of space becomes more and more 
important.
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HIGH LIGHT
The concept describes the modern way of life as the most 
beautiful form: stylish, lively and creative.
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THE MOST STYLISH ROOMS
IN THE WORLD
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